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RE: H4Legs Brand Pet Products Joins SuperZoo 2014  
 Booth Number: 22178 

 
 

H4Legs® brand pet products is pleased to announce it will be in attendance at this year’s 2014 
SuperZoo Las Vegas, NV where it will be releasing its latest product the H-Leash. As with all H4Legs 
brand pet products the H-Leash is made here in the USA along with our internationally acclaimed H-
Leggings and H-Clip. 
 
 
H-Leash  
Our patent pending H-Leash is a light weight leash compatible with nearly any collar or harness with the 
unique feature of being clipless. That’s right no heavy metal clip to weigh a dog down and it is not a 
choke-type lead either. How does it work? Stop by booth 22178 and team H4Legs will be happy to show 
you. 
 
 
H-Clip  
The H-Clip carries one plastic waste bag and when ready the H-Clip temporarily seals the bag for reuse 
throughout your walk, jog or hike. Our patented H-Clip is possibly the easiest solution dog owners will find 
that can save them money, make a positive environmental impact and it can be used with virtually any 
plastic bag. Use it to carry one empty poop bag and you can leave the heavy, clunky and annoying roll of 
bags at home.  
 
 
H-Leggings 
H-Leggings are a pair of interconnected breathable, reusable and flexible leggings the canine wears as a 
barrier over a veterinary approved wound dressing or irritation of the forelegs and a great alternative to 
Elizabethan collars and anti-licking strips when appropriate. Our patented H-Leggings are a great solution 
to veterinary professionals and dog owners alike struggling to treat wounds on the forelegs of canines. A 
healthy alternative to chemical or mechanical solutions and focused on the pet’s quality of life. 
 
 
About the company 
H4Legs® specializes in pet products and accessories designed to improve your pets quality of life. Our 
focus is on the design and development of practical consumer pet products that are easy to use for both 
the owner and pet alike.  
 
Our products are specifically designed to fit into your pet’s daily activity and improve their quality of life by 
removing gimmicks and addressing everyday issues with simple, functional and affordable solutions.  
 
H4Legs® is a premier brand of Krysak Industries LLC.  Recently relocated to Minneapolis, MN all of our 
products designed in-house and materials proudly sourced, manufactured and assembled in the United 
States of America. 
 
 
For more information:  
 
Website: H4Legs.com 
Twitter:  @H4Legs 
Facebook: Facebook.com/H4Legs 

SuperZoo On-Site Represenation: 
 
David M Krysak 
President 

 


